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Stirring the quantum vacuum: Angular Casimir Momentum of a Landau Charge

B.A. van Tiggelen∗

Univ. Grenoble Alpes, CNRS, LPMMC, 38000 Grenoble, France

(Dated: September 16, 2019)

We consider the angular momentum of a charge q rotating in a homogeneous magnetic field and
study the role of the electromagnetic quantum vacuum. Its orbital angular momentum is caused
by the recoil of energetic vacuum photons that grows as n2, i.e. faster than the kinetic angular
momentum −2n~ of a Landau level.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The radiation of the electromagnetic (EM) quantum
vacuum is perfectly isotropic and possesses an energy
density ~ωdω/π3c30 in the frequency interval dω. This
statement is Lorentz-invariant [1]. The mystery of its
UV-divergence is still one of the major challenges in
physics, but poses in general no problems to calculate
the Casimir force between dielectric or metallic objects
[2]. Due to its perfect isotropy, energy current and mo-
mentum density of the quantum vacuum vanish.
This is no longer true when the vacuum interacts

with matter. In a pioneering work [3] Feigel predicted
”Casimir” momentum in bi-anisotropic materials. Al-
though the Poynting vector of the quantum vacuum still
vanishes [4], a momentum density emerges that suffers
from a divergence at high energies. Relativistic photons
were already known to be relevant for the Lamb shift [1],
in contrast to Casimir-Polder forces [2], caused by low-
energy vacuum photons. In a microscopic bi-anisotropic
quantum model, the divergency of EM momentum is re-
moved by mass renormalization [5], resulting in a Casimir
momentum of the order of α2 times the classical Abra-
ham momentum [6, 7]. It was also demonstrated for a
chiral quantum particle in a magnetic field [8, 9].
EM angular momentum is of great recent interest [10]

and in macroscopic media even controversial [11], since
matter and radiation are hard to disentangle. In Ref. [12]
Casimir-Polder torques were discussed to stir vortices
in superfluids. How does ”Casimir” angular momentum
emerge on a microscopic scale? The simplest model for
which this question can be answered is the well-known
cyclotron problem of a non-relativistic charge q without
spin rotating in a uniform magnetic fieldB0, in quantum-
mechanics better known as the Landau problem. In the
Coulomb gauge and in Gaussian units, the vector poten-
tial isA0(r, t) = B0(t)×r/2. With the quantum vacuum,
the non-relativistic Hamiltonian reads,

H =
1

2µ

(

p−
q

c0
A0(r, t)−

q

c0
A(r)

)2

+
∑

kΠ

~ωka
†
kΠakΠ

(1)
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Here, p the canonical momentum satisfying [ri, pj ] =
i~δij . It is customary to choose the z-axis along the di-
rection of qB0 and to introduce the cyclotron frequency
ωc = qB0/µc0. It is convenient to express the vector po-
tential of the quantum vacuum in terms of the spherical
vector harmonics ΦΠ(k̂) defined on the unit sphere in
reciprocal space [13],

A(r) =
√

2π~c0
∑

kΠ

1

k3/2

(

akΠ exp(−ik · r)ΦΠ(k̂)

+ a†kΠ exp(ik · r)Φ̄Π(k̂)
)

(2)

The continuum limit has been taken,
∑

k
≡

∫

d3k/(2π)3

and [akΠ, a†k′Π′ ] = δkk′δΠ,Π′ . The vector index Π =
{J,M, p} summarizes the 3 discrete quantum numbers
of total EM angular momentum (J), its z-component
(M) and two transverse polarizations p, the longitu-
dinal vector harmonic being excluded by the Coulomb
gauge. Without the quantum vacuum, the kinetic mo-
mentum of the charge is pK = µdr/dt = µ[H0, r]/i~ =
p − qA0(r, t)/c0. The canonical angular momentum
lz = (r × p)z commutes with H0 and has eigenvalues
(|m| − n)~. The Hamiltonian H0 has the eigenstates
|n,m, kz〉 of a 2D harmonic oscillator whose energy levels
En = (n+ 1

2 )~ωc+ ~
2k2z/2µ are independent of m due to

gauge invariance [14].
In general, total angular momentum Lz is conserved,

equal to the sum of the canonical angular momentum lz
of the charge and the angular momentum of the trans-
verse EM field Jz. The angular kinetic momentum op-
erator of the charge is not conserved and can be written
as,

lKz = Lz − Jz −
q

c0
(r×A)z − lL (3)

The ”Lenz” term lL = µωcρ
2/2 is responsible for the

electromotive force in classical electrodynamics, recently
discussed quantum-mechanically [15] as well as key ele-
ment in the EM momentum controversy [16]. Without
the quantum vacuum, the kinetic angular momentum of
a Landau state is given by 〈n,m|lKz |n,m〉 = −(2n+1)~ =
−2En(rot)/ωc, again independent onm. When the quan-
tum vacuum is included, 〈lKz 〉 will decay radiatively, but
slow enough for 〈lKz 〉 to be well-defined and modified.
We will use time-dependent perturbation theory to cal-

culate the different contributions of the quantum vac-
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uum to lKz for an excited Landau state, and all propor-
tional to qB0(t) for slow adiabatic changes. We identify
the interaction W = −(q/µc0)p

K · A(r) between rotat-
ing charge and quantum vacuum, and imagine to switch
it on slowly like W (t) = W exp(ǫt/~) at t0 → −∞,
when the total wave function is assumed to be in the
pure state |N〉 = |n,m, kz = 0〉 ⊗ |{0}〉 [17]. In this
processus Lz is conserved and equal to its initial value
(|m| − n)~. The index N ′ refers to all possible product
states {n,m, kz} ⊗ {nkΠ} of charge plus transverse pho-
tons. Explicit reference will be made nor to the highly
degenerated levels m, neither to the momentum kz of the
charge along the magnetic field. The degeneration of the
m-levels is protected by gauge invariance, and the im-
pact of photon recoil on the longitudinal displacement is
negligible. Since WNN = 0, the wave function at t ≥ t0
is perturbed as,

|ΨN(t)〉 = exp

(

−
i

~

∫ t

t0

dt′ [EN +∆EN (t′)]

)

|N〉

+

′
∑

N ′

|N ′〉
WN ′N (t)

EN − EN ′ + iǫ
+ · · ·

with ∆EN (t) =
∑′

N ′ WNN ′(t)WN ′N (t)/(EN −EN ′ + iǫ)
the second-order perturbation of the energy level EN , the
sum

∑′
N ′ avoiding the initial level N [18]. For an excited

state,
∫ t

t0
dt′∆EN (t′) =

∫ t

t0
dt′(EL

n + ~An/2i) −
1
2 i~Nn

with Nn a time-independent normalization of the wave
function. Lamb shift and spontaneous emission rate are

EL = ~ωc
2α

3π
x log

2

x
, An = nωc

4α

3
x (4)

with x = ~ωc/µc
2
0 and α = q2/~c0 the fine structure con-

stant; EL is equal for all Landau levels whereas radiative
decay is proportional to rotational energy.

In reciprocal space, the transverse EM momentum Jz
in Eq. (3) is expressed as (Jz)(k)ij = −i~δij(k×∇k)z −
i~ǫzij , i.e. as a sum of orbital angular momentum and
spin [13]. Neither one of them behaves as a genuine an-
gular momentum [19] but this separation is physically
useful. In Hilbert space Jz reads,

Jz = ~

∑

k

α†
i (k)Jij(k)αj(k) (5)

with the photon annihilation operator αi(k) =

k−1
∑

Π
akΠΦΠ,i(k̂), and its associated creation opera-

tor α†
i (k). The quantum expectation of Jz is obtained

by inserting the linearly perturbed eigenfunction (4) on
both sides of the matrix element 〈ΨN (t)|Jz|ΨN (t)〉. This
creates either a virtual or real photon with energy ~ωk

and angular momentum Π′′ out of the quantum vacuum
at the cost of canonical angular momentum of the charge.

Working out the photon operators, leaves us with

〈Jz〉 =
2π~q2

µ2c0
e2ǫt

∑

k

1

k2

∑

k′Π′

∑

k′′Π′′

δkk′δk′′k

(k′)3/2(k′′)3/2

× 〈n|pK ·ΦΠ′(k̂′)eik
′
r

1

En −H ′
0 − ~ωk − iǫ

× Φ̄Π′i(k̂)Jij(k)ΦΠ′′j(k̂)

×
1

En −H ′
0 − ~ωk + iǫ

pK · Φ̄Π′′(k̂′′)e−ik′′
r|n〉

In principle is Π′ = Π′′ since the spherical harmonics are
orthogonal eigenfunctions of Jij(k). The mathematics is

easier by using their completeness,
∑

Π
Φ̄Π(k̂)ΦΠ(k̂′) =

δ
k̂k̂′∆(k̂), with ∆(k̂) transverse to k̂ imposed by the
Coulomb gauge. The exponential exp(ik · r) can be
moved by using the operator identity exp(ik · r)f(p) =
f(p− ~k) exp(ik · r), and which induces a photon recoil
in H0(p). With δkk′ = δ

k̂k̂
′δkk′/k2,

〈Jz〉 =
2π~e2ǫt/~q2

µ2c0

∑

kk′′

〈n|pKm
1

En −H ′
0(p− ~k)− ~ωk − iǫ

1

k
eik

′
r∆mi(k̂)Jij(k)∆jl(k̂

′′)e−ik′′
rδkk”

1

En −H ′
0(p− ~k′′)− ~ωk + iǫ

pKl |n〉

From this expression the EM spin of the quantum vac-
uum can be identified as,

〈Sz〉 =
1

3

2π~e2ǫt/~q2

µ2c0

~

i
ǫzij ×

∑

k

1

k
〈n|pKi

1

|En −H ′
0 − E(k) + iǫ|2

pKj |n〉 (6)

We have performed the angular integral over k to elim-
inate ∆(k̂), neglected the photon recoil pK · ~k/µ irrel-
evant for spin, and defined the energy E(k) = ~ωk +
~
2k2/2µ. The orbital angular momentum is associated

with a differential operator acting on δkk”, and an inte-
gration by parts is imposed to perform the integral over
k′′. Since this operator acts only on angles, we find for
the orbital angular momentum,

〈Lz〉=
2π~e2ǫt/~q2

µ2c0

∑

k

〈n|pKm ×
~

i
ǫzst

k̂t∇s

(

∆mi(k̂)
1

En −H ′
0(p− ~k)− ~ωk − iǫ

eikr
)

∆il(k̂)e
−ikr 1

En −H ′
0(p− ~k)− ~ωk + iǫ

pKl |n〉 (7)

As kz = 0 the kinetic operator pK is located in the
xy plane. It is customary to write pKx + (−)ipKy =

(2µ~ωc)
1/2c(†) in terms of the raising and lowering op-

erators of the Landau levels, in terms of which H0 =
~ωc(c

†c + 1
2 ). To evaluate the spin in Eq. (6) we use

ǫzijp
K
i f(H0)p

K
j = −iµ~ωc(c

†f(En−1)c − cf(En+1)c
†).
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The first term implies the release of a real photon with
energy ~ωc. As ǫ ↓ 0, this part of 〈Sz〉 is written as

(~/2)
∫ t

t0
dt′ exp(2ǫt′/~)δ(~ωc − ~ωk), so that

d

dt
〈Sz〉 = −

1

2
An~ (8)

with An defined in Eq. (4). The second term involves
virtual photons and is finite as ǫ ↓ 0,

〈Sz〉 = (n+ 1)
q2~3ωc

3µc0

∫ ∞

0

kdk

(~ωc + E(k))2

= α
~

3π
(n+ 1)x log

2

x
(9)

In expression (7) for 〈Lz〉 the derivative ∇k acts on
3 factors inside brackets. Its action on the factor in
the middle, caused by the photon recoil, is a factor x
smaller than the rest. The action on the first factor gives

ǫzstk̂t∇s(∆mi)∆il = −k−1ǫzltk̂mk̂t and produces an an-

gular momentum 〈L
(1)
z 〉 = 〈Sz〉. Finally, the action of

∇k on exp(ik · r) leads to the expression

〈L(2)
z 〉 =

2π~2e2ǫt/~q2

µ2c0
×

∑

k

〈n|pKm∆ml(k̂)
1

Hn − iǫ
(r× k̂)z

1

Hn + iǫ
pKl |n〉

where Hn ≡ En−H0−E(k)+ ~pK · k/µ. This time, the
photon recoil cannot be ignored and we must expand ei-
ther one of the denominators which produces an integral

dkd̂k with integrand of the type

ǫzst∆ml(k̂)kuk̂t × pKm
1

Hn − iǫ
pKu

1

Hn − iǫ
rs

1

Hn + iǫ
pKl

Physically, this corresponds to the creation of a virtual
photonic mode with finite orbital angular momentum.
In terms of the infinitely degenerated center (X,Y ) of
the cyclotron orbit we associate x = X − pKy /µωc and

y = Y + pKx /µωc. The operators (X,Y ) drop out in
the vacuum expectation value since they do not occur in
pairs. Upon expressing (pKx , pKy ) in the operators c and

c†, the integrand contains four transition operators. As
was the case for 〈Sz〉, some contribute to spontaneous
emission but are seen to be a factor x smaller than An.
We thus focus on terms where the limit ǫ ↓ 0 exists. For
instance, the sequence

〈n|cH−1
n c†H−1

n cH−1
n c†|n〉 =

(n+ 1)(n+ 2)

E(k)3

leads to,

〈L(2)
z 〉 ∼ (n+ 1)(n+ 2)

2π~2q2

µ2c0

~

µ
µ~2ωc

∑

k

k

E(k)3

≈
~

8π
α(n+ 1)(n+ 2)x

Upon collecting all possibilities, performing the angular
integral, and adding the complex conjugate, we obtain

〈Jz〉 = 〈Sz〉 −
4~

15π
α(n+ 1)(n+ 4)x (10)

and d/dt〈Jz〉 = −~An/2.
The last but one term in Eq. (3), the longitudinal EM

angular momentum ∆L‖, is itself linear in the vacuum
field. Its leading quantum expectation value is obtained
using the linear perturbation of the eigenfunctions and
the completeness of the spherical vector harmonics,

〈ΨN |∆L‖|ΨN 〉 = −
q2

µc0

4π~

3

∑

k

1

k
ǫzij〈n|ri

1

Hn + iǫ
pKj |n〉

plus its c.c. Here, the k-integral diverges in the UV as
dk/k. We recognize for large k the form (δµ/µ)〈n|lKz |n〉,
with δµ the well-known Bethe-Kramers mass renormal-
ization [1]. Upon adding it to the kinetic mass as
lK = (µ + δµ)r × dr/dt, and upon subtracting it from
the above equation, we obtain,

〈ΨN |∆L‖|ΨN 〉 = −
q2

µc0

4π~

3

∑

k

1

k

′
∑

n′

i~

µ
×

ǫijz
〈n|pKi |n′〉

∆En′n + E(k)− iǫ

〈n′|pKj |n〉

E(k)
+ c.c.

where we have used the identity ∆En′n〈n|r|n
′〉 =

(i~/µ)〈n|pK |n′〉. The operators pKx and pKy can be ex-

pressed in terms of c†, c, which results in,

〈∆L‖〉 = ~
4α

3π
x log

2

x
(11)

which, like the Lamb shift in energy, is independent on
n.
The last contribution of the quantum vacuum to the

angular momentum is associated with the Lenz term lT

in Eq. (3). The quantum vacuum comes in via Nn and
the second term in Eq. (4). With lT = ~(c†c+ 1 + b†b−
ib†c†/2 + icb/2) in terms of the raising (b†) and lower-
ing (b) operator of the degenerated m-levels [14], the m-
dependence is seen to cancel in the sum of both terms.
The second term equals ~(n+ 1) times

4π~q2

3µ2c0

1

i~

∫ t

t0

dt′e2ǫt
′/~

∑

k

〈n|pKj
1

Hn + iǫ
pKj |n〉+ c.c.

= −An

∫ t

t0

dt′e2ǫt
′/~ −

2α

3π
(n+ 1)x log

2

x

and the first is ~ times

4π~q2

3µ2c0
e2ǫt/~

∑

k

1

k
〈n|pKj

1

Hn + iǫ
(c†c+ 1)

1

Hn − iǫ
pKj |n〉

= nAn

∫ t

t0

dt′e2ǫt
′/~ +

2α

3π
(n+ 1)(n+ 2)x log

2

x
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In particular, n2 terms also cancel and

〈δlT 〉 = 2〈Sz〉 ;
d

dt
〈δlT 〉 = −~An (12)

By adding up the four contributions 〈Sz〉, 〈Jz〉, 〈J‖〉 and

〈δlT 〉 we find for the total angular momentum of the
quantum vacuum

〈JQV
z 〉 = ~

4α

3π
(n+ 2)x log

2

x
− ~

4α

15π
(n+ 1)(n+ 4)x

(13)

and d〈JQV
z 〉/dt = −2~An. We conclude that the quan-

tum vacuum achieves an angular momentum that is, in
units of ~, proportional to α × x = α × ~ωc/µc

2
0 ≈

10−12/Tesla, which is time-dependent if B0 is. In all mo-
mentum integrals the photon momentum ~k takes values
up to µc0 with nonetheless a significant weight of non-
relativistic momenta. A relativistic description of the
rotating electron is thus relevant but should affect only
numerical coefficients in Eq. (13). Even in a relativis-
tic picture, Eq. (3) for the kinetic angular momentum is
valid, and 〈lKz 〉 remains quantized to −(2n+1)~ [20]. In
the ground state, the existence of Casimir angular mo-
mentum makes the kinetic angular momentum slightly
more negative than −~, in states with large n it will
be slightly less negative than −(2n+ 1)~, the correction
growing like n2. Note that the gauge-invariant magnetic
moment Mz = (q/2µ)lK of the rotating charge is subject
to the same correction. Due to the quantum vacuum,
the kinetic angular −(2n + 1)~ decays to the Landau
level n− 1 with rate An so that d〈lK〉/dt = +2~An and

〈lKz + JQV
z 〉 = Lz is conserved in the decay. The non-

relativistic analysis imposes that En ≪ µc20, implying, for
an electron in a field of 10 Tesla, that n ≪ 109. Pushing
our theory to this extreme synchrotron regime, the rela-
tive contribution of Casimir orbital angular momentum
would be of order 10−4.

II. CONCLUSIONS

The main objective of this work is to establish the exis-
tence of angular momentum of the EM quantum vacuum,
induced by the presence of a rotating charge in a mag-
netic field. It is instructive to look at the separate contri-
butions of spin, orbital angular momentum and angular
momentum directly associated with the gauge fields. All
are oriented along the magnetic field and proportional to
the product of fine structure constant and the small ra-
tio of rotational energy to rest energy. Spin and orbital
angular momentum decay in the sam way, their coupling
being large, yet the orbital angular momentum of the
quantum vacuum, induced by photon recoil, dominates
angular momentum for highly energetic Landau levels.
Casimir angular momentum is governed by virtual pho-
tons with energies up to the rest mass of the charge and,
despite the UV renormalizability of the theory, would
merit a relativistic treatment. A future challenge would
be to study EM angular momentum in the fully relativis-
tic synchrotron problem, or to investigate it for Rydberg
orbits.
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